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Front Cover: B.U.T. 44 was amongst the thirty-eight trolleybuses in the first batch from this supplier. Numbered between 11 and
48 they were introduced between 1951 and 1956. The majority lasted until the early 1980s with 44 withdrawn in 1983. This view
was taken by Graham Stewart in Customhouse Quay in August 1962. Trams still operated at the time and had two more years to
work. In the background is Willis Street and on the right of the trolleybus is the Bank of New Zealand building.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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Fifty-seven years separate this photograph and this month’s front cover, supplied by Graham Stewart. Despite it being taken in 1962,
Willis Street and Customhouse Quay look just as busy as the 19 July 2019 photograph taken from the same
location. However, times change; the tram track and trolleybus wires have long gone and today the only electric
traction that passes this spot is the occasional Tranzurban battery-powered double-decker. For the best part the
city is still full of diesel buses. There are currently 466 buses operating in the Wellington region under the
Metlink banner – just eleven are electrically powered. Food for thought? The Bank of New Zealand building, to
the right of 3502, remains to link us with the past. For the most part the majority of the buildings in Willis Street
have been replaced with more modern structures.
With pressure on space in October’s issue I have carried this item over.
The Dominion Post of 19 September contained an opinion piece lauding
the idea of a suspended light railway across Wellington.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/115825296/lets-getwellington-moving-sooner-faster-and-cheaper-with-a-suspended-railway
The author highlighted the setup in Shonan, near Tokyo and saw the city
as a similar landscape to Wellington. While no-one could disagree that
such a system would always outrun a similar bus route I somehow
wonder what sort of reception it would get with regards to visual impact.
Remember the naysayers who were delighted to see the end of
trolleybus overhead because of the visual pollution they purported it to
cause. So what would they make of something like this (left) snaking
through our city to the airport? Photo: Wikipedia.
The Dominion Post (3 October) reported “Wellington will reintroduce advertisements over bus windows for a limited trial, in a move to
keep bus fares down.” The “trial” will take place between November and February. Having laid down guidelines in the past as to how
much of a bus can be covered (windows were excluded) it looks as though the pull of the advertising dollar has now become an attraction
for the GWRC. The buses to be used in the trial will be those that are part of the “interim” fleet. I take that to mean NZ Bus “fill-ins”. They
may include the examples that have been sent down from Auckland, the left-over Go Wellington yellow buses plus perhaps the few
remaining purple Valley Flyer buses still employed. These are readily identified with the Metlink roofline messages such as “a new bus will
be replacing me soon”. Needless to say we are told that feedback will be sought, but will negative comments received be sufficient to
overcome the attraction of an income stream from advertising? If you are interested reading the Regional Council’s report it is at:
http://www.gw.govt.nz/assets/councilreports/Meeting_Documents/7530_Agenda_Council%202%20October%202019,%20Order%20paper_compressed.pdf
(pages 183-192 of the report outlines the Council’s opportunity to generate additional revenue and its policy on advertising on buses)
In a separate move, the Napier and Hastings district councils have taken the decision to have any alcohol
advertising removed from the buses and bus shelters it manages. Auckland Transport does not permit such
advertising on its vehicles – they are reported as saying “this is a no brainer”. With the GWRC managing
Wellington’s buses it will be interesting to see if they follow suit. In
recent years it was not unusual to see alcohol adverts on the side of Go
Wellington buses, including its trolleybuses. However, since July 2018
and the new bus contracts I have not seen any large alcohol ad
placements. However, the occasional liquor ad still appears on the rear
of buses as seen on 4135 (left) photographed in Lambton Quay on 30
October. Clearly the GWRC still allow booze on the outside of their
buses.
Right: 373 advertising Steinlager Tokyo Dry in February 2017.
The local government elections held on 12 October predictably resulted in a number of new faces
being elected to Councils with also the loss of quite a few who sought re-election. Daran Ponter and
Roger Blakeley, two Regional Councillors whose names have featured regularly in this magazine, were
both re-elected whilst Barbara Donaldson, former Chair of the Council’s Sustainable Transport
Committee, lost out. Perhaps she should have taken the lead of Crs. Swain and Laidlaw and quietly bowed out of local politics. I am betting
Daran Ponter will pick up the now vacant role of Chair of the Transport Committee or possibly become the Regional Council Chairman. The
Mayor of Wellington, Justin Lester, also lost his position after one term, to Cr. Andy Foster. However, Lester is seeking a recount as very
few votes separated him and Foster. Another high-profile name, Chris Calvi-Freeman, portfolio leader for transport at Wellington City
Council since the 2016 election, was also defeated. There will certainly be a breath of fresh air at both Regional and City Councils meeting
tables. At the next Wellington City Council meeting women will outnumber men eleven to four. It’s certainly going to be an interesting
next three years if nothing else. But will public transport finally be fixed? Stop Press: Daran Ponter elected as Chair on 30 October – see page 22.
If you are reading these words on publication day (1 November) you may well remember that two years ago the trolleybuses were
silenced forever in Wellington and an immediate start was made to start removing the overhead wires. In the meantime apart from the
disposal of the three Designline prototypes, 301-303, to The Omnibus Society and the converted to battery power 361, the remaining fiftysix buses continue in storage. However, in the following pages you can continue to remember our local electric heritage, as well as view
trolleybuses at work overseas. As usual there are the stories that have graced the media that touch on our public transport situation, plus
lots more, so do enjoy your read.
The photos are mine unless otherwise stated.

Alan
THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
Graham Stewart, Tom Douce, Phil Waters, Gunter Mackinger, Russell Jenkins, D.L.A. Turner, Sergey Fedosov, Peter
Coventry, Alan Rei, Wayne Duncan, John Webb, Graeme Inwood and all who provided feedback.
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IT ALL CAME TO AN END TWO YEARS AGO

Above: Metlink-speak.

These three photographs were taken on the
last ever day of trolleybus operation in
Wellington, two years ago on 31 October
2017. Despite Metlink’s message of
“celebrating their long life”, there was no
celebration at all, no fanfare, just this message
on their website. The “new era of sustainable
transport” turned out to be an almost total
diesel-powered fleet. Most Wellingtonians
hardly
turned
their
heads
towards
trolleybuses on the final day of operation.
How many of them now wish they still ran
when they compare the bus service then to
that we have now.
Above: 339 makes its way through Manners
Street working an inbound 11 from Seatoun.
Left: One last reminder of those great days of
trolleybuses with a line-up at the Interchange.
Three trolleybuses await departure time; 378
to Seatoun, 371 to Miramar and 360 to Aro
Street.

Right: As it turned out, 384 became the very last
trolleybus to operate in Wellington. It departed
Karori Park later that evening at 11.50pm with the
final service to Kilbirnie. However, this
photograph was taken in Manners Street earlier
in the evening when it was engaged on a run from
Miramar to the Railway Station. Was I the only
person in the vicinity who was interested? It
appears so. For now we have to wonder whether
384 will be scrapped or saved.
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262 - FIRST IN STAGECOACH COLOURS

The Scottish bus conglomerate,
Stagecoach,
purchased
the
Wellington City Transport bus
fleet for $8 million in October
1992. They quickly set about
adopting their well-known orange,
red and white stripes on a white
background to their acquisition.
The first bus to appear in the new
colour scheme was Volvo 262
which Markus Lang photographed
partially painted inside Kilbirnie
depot in November 1992. The
remainder of the 270 buses in the
fleet slowly followed suit.
Stagecoach retained ownership of
the bus fleet until 2005 when it
was sold to Infratil who in turn set
up Go Wellington as the operating
company and then painted their
buses yellow and black.

Right: Of course Rome wasn’t built in a day and neither
were all of the buses painted in a few weeks. In fact it took
about three years before they all looked like 262. This
photograph was taken in January 1993 and shows 246 in
WCT livery and 262 in Stagecoach colours at the eastern
end of Manners Street at the intersection with Taranaki
Street. 246 is waiting to turn right to travel to Kilbirnie via
Mt Cook and Newtown, whilst 262 will proceed across
Taranaki Street into Courtenay Place en route to Miramar
via Hataitai. The pair may meet again in Rongotai Road,
Kilbirnie. Photo: Markus Lang.

Left: 262 calls at Courtenay Place on 10 November 2006 while
on its way to Island Bay. Note the addition of the words
Stagecoach Wellington under the windscreen.
Below: 262 was withdrawn in 2007. My last photograph of it in
service was taken on 10 November 2006 in Bowen Street as it
began the climb to Kelburn and then on to Karori Park.

These two photographs: Alan Wickens.
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POWERLESS!

Trolleybuses clog Willis Street following a short-circuit in the overhead wires caused by a trolleybus pole that came loose about 8.30am
yesterday. Some services were cancelled and others delayed by up to 20 minutes as diesel buses were brought in to replace the
trolleybuses. Up to fifty trolleybuses came to a halt due to the power loss which took an hour to restore.
From The Dominion Post 30 August 2002.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SANDTOFT TRIO
Tom Douce visited Sandtoft trolleybus museum on Sunday, 25 August. The museum
is 50 years old this year. All of the resident trolleybuses were removed from the
depot and displayed in a nearby field with the exception of one vehicle (right);
Mexborough and Swinton 34 which dates from 1928. The chassis (O type) and body
(32 seat central entrance/exit) were built by Garrett. Bull constructed the 65hp
motors.
Left: NOT Under The Wires!
Seen alongside Wellington 82
is Limoges 5. Affectionately
known as ‘Vera’, it dates from
1943. The chassis is VétraBerliet (type CB60), with CTL
bodywork
and
Alsthom
electrical equipment.

Right: This “mirror image” Lisbon/Lisboa AEC Regent III half cab, numbered 225 dates
from 1953.
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UNDER THE WIRES AT CRICH
Phil Waters reports
60 YEARS UNDER THE WIRES! Making the most of the late summer, I visited The Tramway Village at Crich in
Derbyshire over the August Bank Holiday weekend. It is celebrating 60 years since volunteers took over an old stone quarry
that had railway connections to George Stephenson, turning it into the home of the National Tramway Museum and a
collection of tramcars from all over the world. The highlights from the
day, (right and below) the restoration of LCC 1 back to original 1932
condition together with LCC 106 from 1906.

Right and below: Then the seaside trams Blackpool 40 (1925),
Blackpool 166 (1927) and Blackpool 236 (1934).

Right: And not forgetting Chesterfield 7 from 1904. The event was
well attended with more planned later in the year.
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CHANGES IN CHOMUTOV
Gunter Mackinger reports: After a complete renewal of the Chomutov trolleybus fleet in 2018 , the youngest system in the
Czech Republic,the traditional high floor fleet has changed to modern Skoda 26Tr and 27Tr trolleybuses and now the joint
system of Chomutov and Jirkov presents a modern form of electro mobility!

Left: Both versions of the new fleet at Pisecna loop – left Skoda 26Tr 108
on line 352 and right Skoda 27Tr (articulated) 031 on line 340.

Right: Skoda 27Tr 031 leaving Pisecna loop on line 340.

Left: Skoda 26Tr 110 on line 353 at Kamenna.

Right: Skoda 26TR 108 on line 352 at Brezenecka.

Left: Trolleybus 32 (Skoda 27Tr/2018) on line 340 at Brezenecka.

All photos: Taken on 23 June 2019.
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SOME HOLIDAY MEMORIES FROM THE BALTIC STATES
Russell Jenkins recently had a holiday in the Baltic States of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia and discovered in that part of the world,
trolleybuses are still to the fore. He writes: “Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania has numerous trolleybuses in service with modern two-axle and
articulated buses seen around the city. Riga, the capital of Latvia had an extensive network of trolleys and trams. Of special note was
seeing trolleybuses, powered by auxiliary motors operating away from the wires. A check of Wikipedia shows that some models are
apparently using hydrogen powered motors. Again there was a mixture of articulated and two-axle vehicles.” Russell also visited Bergen in
Norway and although trolleybus wires were in place, in the two days he was in the city, no trolleys were seen.

Left: Articulated Skoda Solaris 27243 in Riga.

Right: Articulated Solaris 446 in Tallinn.

Left: Twin-axle Solaris 340 at work in Tallinn.

Right: Trolleybuses rumble over the cobblestones in
Vilnius, Lithuania.

Left: 1728 at work on Route 10 in Vilnius.
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A SLOVAKIAN TRIO
Tom Douce visited Prešov, Slovakia in July 2019. Trolleybus operation began in the city on May 13th, 1962.

Left: 722 is one of a batch of ten (722-731)
SOR/Škoda 31Tr vehicles built between 2016/17. It
is seen approaching the Pod Šalgovíkim terminus
of route 4, located on the street of the same name
- the other terminus is at Sídlisko III.

Right: Seen turning from Solivarska into Východná is
711, one of seven (701-703, 705, 706, 711- 712) Škoda
24 Tr's built between 2006/2008. Route 1 operates
between Šebastová and Solivar. There is a complete
circle of wiring at the roundabout here. 727 can just be
seen behind 711.

Below: Hlavná is the major street in the city centre;
during most of the day, a trolleybus was usually in sight
here. 736 is one of a batch of five SOR/Škoda 30 Tr (732736) built between 2016/17.
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WELLINGTON TRAMWAY UPDATE
D.L.A. Turner reports on progress being made on Tram 17
The sole survivor of Wellington’s original electric
tram fleet is being restored to its former glory
by the Wellington Tramway Museum based at
Queen Elizabeth Park north of Paekakariki. Tram
17 was one of 33 that entered service when
electric trams were first introduced to
Wellington streets in 1904. It was withdrawn in
the mid 1940s and then spent 40 years as a
holiday bach in Raumati. It has now undergone
a dramatic transformation. After nearly fourand-a-half years of restoration at The
Wheelwright Shop, based in Gladstone,
Wairarapa, Tram 17 is now well on the way to
looking as it did when it finished in service in the
1940s as a double-truck Combination Car, two
thirds closed in and one third open. After a
conductor was killed in 1913 while collecting
fares standing on the outside steps, the open
portion had to be modified to comply with a
new law requiring a centre aisle along all of a
tram’s length for the conductor. Post 1913, the
main changes were the addition of the route
number boxes and of course the colour scheme.

Left: Two Brill type 22E trucks, specially
manufactured by A&G Price Ltd in Thames, await
installation below the tram body.
Below: The two new bogies are officially
"reconstructed trucks”. Where possible original
Wellington items were used - largely confined to
Wellington wheels, pony axles, axle boxes, and
magnetic brakes along with some original 22E
components that were sourced from Ballarat,
Victoria, in Australia. A miscellaneous collection of
original Wellington City Corporation Tramway’s
wood patterns were used by A&G Price used to cast
various parts, but for the main side-frames and
many other parts A&G Price had to make new
patterns and
cast
them
from those.

Left: New parts have had to be made, old parts restored, and identical parts
from other trams sourced. Progress includes work on the
destination/coloured light boxes, and the controllers, one of which is shown
with its door open revealing the moveable contacts used to notch up when
accelerating or to cut off prior to slowing down.
Right:
Restoration
work on the inside of
the saloon is well
advanced and the
progress with the
stylish woodwork can
be seen.

All photos by D.L.A. Turner taken on
14 September 2019.
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HERE AND THERE

Left: Hello, what’s this? A hiz-viz panel on a bike rack
attached to the hi-viz front of a bus? Newlands 7157 was
spotted with the added attachment when it was working
a Route 52 to Johnsonville on 27 September 2019. All
that’s needed is a whole lot more bikes to be carried to
make these gadgets cost-effective and worthwhile.
There really hasn’t been much take-up.

Right: As mentioned last month, double-deckers are now
used on some services to and from Eastbourne. Although
most duties use single-deckers there is the odd time that
an NZ Bus ADL Enviro500 puts in an appearance, as on 2
October when 5078 performed the 10.25am service and
seen here in Willis Street.

Left: Climate change activists Extinction Rebellion blocked off Stout Street,
between Lambton Quay and Ballance Street from 7am on 7 October,
remaining there all morning. “Interim” bus 1448 passes in Lambton Quay on
its way to Seatoun on a Route 2 working and then, moments later...

Right: ... at midday, sections of the protest group decided to block Lambton Quay
in both directions taking their actions to the next level. In the distance a doubledecker working a 23z duty is disrupted as were others in the vicinity. It could be
construed somewhat as double standards with the use of an orange flare when
they demand a reduction in greenhouse gases and this wasn’t the only occasion
they were used during the day. Later the protesters walked up Lambton Quay,
taking over the ANZ Bank, with some gluing their hands to the glass. Others
continued to the Majestic Centre in Willis Street, taking over the foyer. The
protest continued all day with participants blocking Lambton Quay at Bowen
Street in the late afternoon; this impacted on the evening peak services forcing
diversions. The Police finally moved in and arrested 31 people who were later
released without charge. Never a dull moment for a bus driver! More on this at:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/116409803/police-happy-withbehaviour-after-extinction-rebellion-protests-in-capital

Left: Instead of just displaying Not in Service when not active on a route, a new
message has been introduced to the Hanovers on Tranzurban buses – This Bus is for
Hire! Optare 3106 was observed at Porirua Station ”plying for hire” on 13 October,
before becoming the bus for one of the off-peak hourly Route 230 services to Whitby.
Noticee that it has somehow escaped having one of the rarely-used bike racks fitted.
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With the closure of the NZ Bus depot at
Waterloo following the loss of most of the
routes in the Hutt Valley to Tranzit, new
premises were obtained in Petone, alongside
State Highway 2. The facilities, about 12km
from the Interchange, consist of just a yard
with a staff building. It is used to give the
Airport Flyer fleet a base. On 17 October
2501, 2510 and 2506 were present. There are
twelve buses in the Airport Flyer fleet, 2490
and 2501-2511. Photo taken with permission.

Right: BCI Cityrider 3405 pulls into the Supreme Court stop in
Lambton Quay carrying a bicycle. I still find these occasions to
be so extremely rare that they warrant a photograph. The
Tranzit owned bus was working a Tranzurban Route 1 service to
Island Bay on 17 October 2019.

Left: Tranzit have recently transferred a couple of their Wellington
Optare buses to Palmerston North. 3153 is still in Metlink colours but
now has Tranzit side stickers and the web address for the Horizons
Regional Council. It was photographed on 15 October at the Main
Street terminus.

Right:
The
appearance of 3180
has been changed a
step further with the
lime green and dark
blue of Metlink covered with a white vinyl and Tranzit/Horizons branding. The air
conditioning unit remains in the unmistakable lime and the roofline messages on both
buses have been removed. This photograph was taken two days later on 17 October.
Photos: Alan Smeaton.

Left: Two of Tranzurban’s electric double-deckers, 3701
and 3707, on Route 1 duties, pass in Manners Street on
22 October 2019. Of interest is that 3701 was missing
the charging apparatus cover on the rear of the bus. It
was certainly in place when the equipment was first
fitted as witness the bus on 2 April this year.
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Left and below: NZ Bus once had a depot presence adjacent to Waterloo
Railway Station. With the majority of the Hutt Valley routes won by Tranzit in
the 2018 bus contracts the depot closed with the Regional Council acquiring
the land for use as a commuter car park. Eventually the site will be able to
cater for 160 cars; however, on 21 October the first section was opened to
60 vehicles. Work continues to the left of the cars and in the far distance.

Right: The NZ Bus depot at Waterloo continued
to be used as a storage facility for Valley Flyer
branded buses for several months following
closure as an operational facility. This view was
taken on 3 August 2018. The large trees and
fence along the boundary have since been
removed and cars now stand where the buses
were once parked.

Left and Below: Showing Route 3 blind information at its front,
Wellington City Transport B.U.T. 82 makes a fine sight as it does a
round of the Sandtoft circuit on 20 October 2019 during the
Museum’s Isle of Axholme Running Day and Rally. Phil Waters reports
that the former Wellington trolleybus carried two full loads before
handing over to another of Sandtoft’s exhibits. There were apparently
guests from New Zealand visiting at the time so perhaps they were
having a bit of fun with the side blinds which were displaying Route 13
and Brooklyn as the destination. Photos: Phil Waters.
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Right:
Former
Wellington
trolleybus drivers take note: repoling your bus following a
dewirement or stowing the
poles at the Interchange or
depot was pretty much a
breeze compared to what your
U.K. counterparts once had to
do. Trolleybuses there were
predominantly double-deckers
so a long bamboo pole was
normally stowed in a long tube
under the rear of the bus for
occasions like this. Recalling the
old days, Reading 113 is having
its poles transferred from one
running line to another. The bus
was another exhibit at work at
Sandtoft Museum’s recent
event, mentioned on page 14.
In the background Wellington
82 can be seen parked having
had its poles stowed – a far
simpler job. Photo: Phil Waters.

Left: Phil didn’t give an explanation as to why Wellington 82’s poles
were on different running wires. Meanwhile, it is being passed by
Bradford 746, again photographed at the 20 October event. A total
of six trolleybuses were used on services from 10.30am to 4.30pm;
four BUTs, one Karrier and then finally an AEC for the last half
hour. Photo: Phil Waters.

Right and below: If you thought the Kilbirnie hub saga was over, you’re wrong. Now
canopies are to be erected on the corner of Evans Bay Parade and Bay Road. The work
commenced late in October and is scheduled to take until “December”.

Alexander Dennis to supply six electric buses for
New Zealand’s Waiheke Island
Alexander Dennis will supply six electric buses to Fullers360, commencing the
conversion of bus services on New Zealand’s Waiheke Island to a zero emission
operation. To be delivered in mid-2020, Fullers360 subsidiary Waiheke Bus Company
will operate the six BYD ADL Enviro200EV on behalf of transport authority Auckland
Transport (AT). The company has plans to add a further five electric buses later,
cutting out emissions from the entire AT Waiheke Island bus network, which connects
communities with Fullers360’s frequent ferries to Auckland. The battery buses will be
built to the new length of 11.6m, recently announced by Alexander Dennis and its
partner BYD. The new model
maximises the use of available space to
offer two additional seats as well as
increased legroom. Passengers benefit
from full air conditioning, while drivers
will enjoy improved handling characteristics thanks to a shorter rear overhang.
Source: Alexander Dennis.
https://www.alexander-dennis.com/media/news/2019/september/alexander-dennis-tosupply-six-electric-buses-for-new-zealand-s-waiheke-island/
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THEN AND NOW IN WILLIS STREET

Willis Street once hummed with the sound of trolleybuses. Standing here you would be treated to the maximum amount of
trolleybuses able to be seen out on duty. On 15 February 2011, there wasn’t even the whiff of a suggestion that the end of
electric powered buses was even on the horizon. 377 (nearest the camera) and 375, both free of advertising, have just
turned out of Manners Street into Willis Street and are heading for the Railway Station. However, just over six and a half
years later this wonderful sight ended forever. In 2019, electric buses are more of a rarity. Just ten are on Tranzurban’s
books (3700-3709) and NZ Bus has its sole battery bus (former trolleybus 361) that is confined to runs between the Railway
Station and the Airport on Route 91. The GWRC is promising more, but when is the big question. Meanwhile, on 2 October
2019, battery-powered 3709 (below) recreates the same scene, working one of high density Route 1 services between
Island Bay and the northern suburbs, in this case Grenada Village – journey time one hour. “Here’s a big plug for clean air.
A 100% electric bus” reads the message on the side. I recall that the trolleys went quietly about their work without the
same trumpeting that the GWRC does these days.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE MEDIA

A selection of the transport stories that have made the news and
web pages during the last month.

Wellington's Regional Council chairman Chris Laidlaw skirts bus-pocalypse in final speech
Rhyming couplets saw off beleaguered Greater Wellington Regional Council chairperson Chris Laidlaw and his colleagues, Councillors Ian
McKinnon and Sue Kedgley. "Councillor Laidlaw should have been paid more for all the stress he's had with the buses," a poem, read aloud
by Councillor Adrienne Staples went. "He said 'I admit, this year's been a sh.. , and one with not many pluses'." Another verse, from deputy
chairperson Barbara Donaldson, went: "The time has come, the Chairman said, to leave this place, before it's in the red. Of cancelled
buses, I've had enough, and media excoriating us in Stuff." While the bus issue was not completely ignored, the outgoing councillors chose
other issues to focus on in their valedictory speeches at their final meeting on Wednesday. Laidlaw discussed the days of old in the
regional council, before it had become "intensely politicised". He had been elected to the council in 2007, succeeding Fran Wilde as
chairperson in 2015. Addressing the issues with the bus service that had plagued his last triennium in office, he said the main issue in
the city was the council had not been able to respond quickly enough. He also acknowledged the challenge of two earthquakes. Discussion
of amalgamation had resulted in "too much misunderstanding". "As a region we messed it up ... It ruptured the relationships with the
councils." Let's Get Wellington Moving would not have been possible if those relationships hadn't been repaired, he said. Summing up his
time on the council, he said it had been a "really interesting learning experience for all of us ... after all, it's all worthwhile." Fellow
outgoing councillor McKinnon said his one term on the council had been a "quite interesting journey". "We're not, still, quite getting it
right in the protection of our reputation." Reputation was "like an empty vessel. Either you fill it up or people fill it for you. That's what
happened to the council in the last triennium". Kedgley tackled the bustastrophe off the bat, acknowledging the council had been through
"some tough times ... obviously". But she was heartened the council had not "broken in to factions" or in-fighting as a result. The council
had committed to carbon neutrality, declared a climate emergency and committed itself to replacing the bus fleet with electric buses. All
of that had been "overshadowed by the bus fiasco". Getting rid of trolley buses had been "utterly foolhardy" and the council did not have
all of the facts in front of them to make the right decision, she said. She urged the council to be more critical in the future. Kedgley didn't
miss the opportunity to take one last pop shot at councillors standing for re-election, however. She and McKinnon had attended some
candidates' meetings, and had noticed "all of them were going to solve the bus problem". "Nobody asked them how. So I'm thrilled, I'm
looking forward to this solution." Councillor Paul Swain is also standing down this election, but did not attend Wednesday's meeting.
Source: Stuff. 2 October 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/wellington/116266675/wellingtons-regional-councilchairman-chris-laidlaw-skirts-buspocalypse-in-final-speech
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ads coming back to Wellington bus windows as 'revenue opportunity' trial given green light
Wellington will reintroduce advertisements over bus windows for a limited trial, in a move to keep bus fares down. However, some
Greater Wellington Regional Councillors warned the decision could hand a "political hot potato" to the incoming councillors who would be
elected on October 12. On Wednesday, transport general manager Greg Pollock told councillors revenue could increase 30 to 50 per cent
if the council agreed to trialling new technology for bus window advertisements. The trial would be conducted on interim buses which
were filling in until electric buses replaced them, only on one side of the bus. It would begin in November and run until February, to gather
feedback from bus passengers. The new technology, called Contra-Vision, meant advertisements on bus windows would no longer cause
water to pool on the windows when it rained. Councillor Ian McKinnon, in his last meeting as a councillor, said the issue was a political hot
potato, and the next council would be "the ones going to cop it" from the public. In the past there had been a "concerned minority",
particularly the visually impaired community, who opposed the advertisements on bus windows as it reduced visibility, he said. The
council had responded by creating guidelines requesting advertising not be put on windows because the visual impact for passengers was
too great. Councillor Sue Kedgley said there "wasn't an insignificant number that complained" about the ads on windows. "Yes, it's a trial,
but one thing always leads to another. I don't think it's necessary [and] I ... do believe it will be contentious." Other councillors said it
would be a good opportunity to avoid having to raise bus fares, including Councillor Penny Gaylor. "We're very good at spending money
but let's be good at making money for once." The trial will go ahead after the motion passed, with councillors Ian McKinnon, Sue Kedgley
and David Ogden opposed.
Source: Stuff. 2 October 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/wellington/116256432/ads-coming-back-to-wellington-buswindows-as-revenue-opportunity-trial-given-green-light
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Left: One of the “interim” buses that may be given the all-over
advertising? Metlink doesn’t want its branding covered so that
leaves just the older NZ Bus examples to be treated with ads.
Former Auckland “fill-in” 1439 waits to depart the Interchange
on a Route 83 duty to Eastbourne on 3 October 2019. “My days
are numbered. A new bus will be replacing me soon” reads the
roof-line message. But how soon?
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Blocking bus windows – distracting from the real issue
Helene Ritchie
What is wrong with the Wellington Regional Council and their more and more stupid bus decisions…they just keep coming, unlike the
buses! How on earth could they, at the Regional Council meeting this week, have supported advertising that will block out the windows of
buses. How ridiculous and awful. Did Councillors Barbara Donaldson, Jenny Brash, Daran Ponter, Roger Blakely, Chris Laidlaw, Penny
Gaylor, Adrienne Staples, Ken Laban, Prue Lamason, really all vote for this? I just cannot understand how this Regional Council has got so
lost, and distracted, and continues to make stupid bus decisions. This is clearly a failure of governance and management. The justification
for this seems ludicrous, and likely unjustifiable even if reported correctly – that revenue would increase by 30-50%. Yeah right. Revenue
will only increase when people want to use the buses when they are reliable, frequent, fast, comfortable, quiet, non polluting, affordable,
and direct (without unnecessary transfers and hubs). This is what the Regional Council should instead have focused on. So, now with
advertising on the windows, the bus will still not come, will still drive past, be crowded, have no driver (so not come), have a poorly paid
driver, stressed and working long hours, be early, be late, be cut, be the new destiny (NIS – Not in Service), and be doubly charging (for
hubs and transfers). Added to all of that, it will now be a moving semi dark cave – with passengers not being able to see our wonderful
city, or where the bus stop is to get off. Wellingtonians will not only suffer from the pollution of diesel buses, but also from this visual
pollution. We used to have the best, most used public transport system (with electric buses - trolley buses), in the country till it was
stuffed up by the Regional Council. Public transport is vital to our personal, economic, environmental and social well being. It is a core
function of the Regional Council. It is at the heart of Wellington’s commitment to climate action, and minimizing carbon emissions. But
instead we have a Regional Council which thinks large window-blocking advertisements on buses will improve he service and maybe even
save it.! What a distraction from the real issue. I am now writing to the Chief Executive to ask for his explanation, and for the immediate
release of the officer report that accompanied this decision and the voting record as recorded by the Regional Council.
Helene Ritchie is a former deputy mayor and long time city councillor, with unique governance, transport and environmental leadership
experience. She is standing for the Regional Council.
Source: Wellington Scoop: 4 October 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=122685
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transport a top issue – the heat index
Roger Blakely
Over the last month I have attended 20 public meetings to “meet the candidates” in the 2019 election campaign, with various
combinations of Mayoral candidates, City Council ward candidates, Pōneke/Wellington constituency candidates for the Regional Council,
and District Health Board candidates. The meetings, organised by community groups, were well attended, lively, good-humoured, and
occasionally quirky: at the Aro Valley meeting we were squirted with water if one second over the allocated time, and at the Vogelmorn
meeting we were offered a haircut with a deep and meaningful conversation in a barber’s chair. Transport must rank as a top issue in
the campaign. What were the ‘hottest’ transport issues? And what is my take on those issues? Applying a ‘heat index’, here is my list in
descending order of heat. The dominating issue for the Pōneke/Wellington constituency candidates for the Regional Council was The
Buses. At some meetings there’d be a plaintive call from the audience – “Could we please discuss something other than buses?”
Fortunately, all 23 candidates promised to “fix the buses” so, whoever is elected, the problems will be solved! Candidates were united
in their demand for the buses to be frequent, fast, comfortable, quiet, non-polluting, affordable and direct, without unnecessary
transfers at hubs. To the question: “why should I trust you with my vote when you are current councillors and had the chance to fix
the bustastrophe?”, Daran Ponter and I replied that neither of us was a councillor when the decisions were made about the new bus
network several years ago, and we have both worked hard to get council agreement to improvements in the routes since July 2018.
My view is that we need improvements to the bus network, with fewer hubs and more direct services between the suburbs and the CBD,
and fair wages and conditions for bus drivers. There are currently over 50 drivers in training, who will relieve the driver shortage when
they enter the workforce. GWRC must work with unions, bus operators and the Government to ensure bus driving will once again be
recognised as a career. I advocate that GWRC agree to no future purchase of diesel buses, and that the bus fleet for the region (currently
466 buses) be 100% electric by 2030. I consider that the LGWM ‘Recommended Programme of Investment’, October 2018, is seriously
lacking in ambition on climate change. It includes a mode share shift of only 19% over 20 years from cars to walking, cycling and public
transport in the CBD morning peak. It contributes only 18% reduction in carbon emissions within the CBD. Over the last year, I have given
public presentations on my recommended strategy to reduce regional carbon emissions from transport to zero by 2040, by a combination
of mode share shift from private cars to walking, cycling, e-scooters, ride-sharing and public transport; and uptake of electric vehicles to
replace fossil-fuel-powered vehicles. LGWM should wake up and realise that we are dealing with a Climate Emergency! (Abridged.)
Roger Blakeley is a regional councillor who is standing for re-election for the Regional Council.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 6 October 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=122713#more-122713
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Regional council's annual report shows 12 out of 14 public transport targets not met
The mishandling of Wellington's public transport network has been laid bare in a damning report outlining the region's failures. In their
final act as a group, Greater Wellington Regional councillors will be asked to sign off on the grim-looking assessment included in its 201819 Annual Report, which shows 12 of the region's 14 public transport targets were not met over the past year. The report will be
presented to the region's 13 councillors for approval on Thursday - two days before a new council is elected. It reveals a list of failures
relating to targets for commuter satisfaction, passenger numbers, lateness, cancellations, and the state of bus shelters.
"This year, the troubled overhaul of the Wellington City bus network [in July 2018] led to some strong customer dissatisfaction and
subsequent negative media coverage," the report said. "Issues around poor punctuality and reliability, exacerbated by a shortage of bus
drivers, meant many of our performance targets for public transport were not met." The region's bus network was overhauled in July last
year, with new routes, timetables, fares, and operator contracts introduced. It resulted in widespread problems and disruption for
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commuters, mostly in Wellington City, exacerbated by an ongoing driver shortage. The report noted the changes "did not go smoothly".
"Public transport customers were directly and significantly impacted by operational and performance challenges. "This overshadowed
many of the positive aspects of the new network, such as increased all-day and weekend services, better geographical spread of services
that improved access to the network, and cheaper fares for many customers - particularly during the off-peak period." A council report
released in August showed commuter confidence in public transport had dropped 16 per cent in the 12 months to May. Despite that,
passenger journeys (not including transfers) had increased by 2.3 per cent between October last year and June this year. The assessment
in the annual report showed just over half of bus services were on time at their destination (although 27 per cent were early), while 20 per
cent were late at the start of the route. The council's target for both measures is 90 per cent. Buses are deemed not on time if they
are more than one minute early or five minutes late. Other areas in which the council fell short included elevating customer experience,
providing accessible and accurate information, and maintaining and improving bus shelters. (Abridged)
GWRC 2018-19 REPORT CARD
Public transport: 2 targets out of 14 achieved
Bus user satisfaction - not met
Rail user satisfaction - not met
Annual boardings - not met
Bus trip reliability - not met
Rail trip reliability - not met
Bus service on time at origin (all services) - not met
Bus service on time at origin (excluding trips where start time not recorded) - met
Bus service on time at destination (all services) - not met
Bus service on time at destination (excluding trips where end time not recorded) - not met
Train service on time - not met
Provide accessible and accurate information (commuter feedback) - not met
Maintain and improve station, stop, or wharf (commuter feedback) - met
Maintain and improve bus shelters (commuter feedback) - not met
Provide subsidised taxi service for commuters unable to use public transport (commuter feedback) - not met
Source: The Dominion Post. 8 October 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/116405936/regional-councils-annual-report-shows-12-outof-14-public-transport-targets-not-met
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Regional council trumpets successful term as outgoing councillor warns of
more difficult years following bus debacle
Greater Wellington Regional Council is trumpeting a largely successful three years of governance but an outgoing councillor has
warned the fallout from the troubled bus network changeover is set to continue. The council's 2018-19 Annual Report was approved by
councillors on Thursday, but not before significant debate over what picture the 200-page document painted of the council's
achievements during the past term. The report revealed the organisation gained a pass mark in five of the six areas on which it
is measured, with the only blemish a woeful public transport record. Outgoing councillor Ian McKinnon lamented the report's failure to
sufficiently highlight the council's successes, with the botched bus network overhaul last July given too much attention. His comments
were backed by outgoing chairman Chris Laidlaw, who said a mostly productive three years was largely presented in the report as
"working-day stuff, business as usual". Associates he had spoken to recently could not name four core roles the council oversaw, with
most only able to name public transport, he said. "They had no idea we had anything to do with the port [CentrePort], or with [Wellington]
Harbour. There's a lesson in that. "This triennium has been a learning experience for everybody. It is right to be honest about the facts and
this report is honest about the facts. "But it's a shame we've finished up with an annual report which says so little." Councillor Adrienne
Staples agreed, saying she was "quite frankly sick of" hearing about the council's public transport failures and not its other successes. But
outgoing councillor Sue Kedgley said that was to be expected and the criticism would continue over the next three years, "unless we make
a demonstrable difference to our public transport, including paying bus drivers $25 an hour". "It would have been ridiculous to try and
brush some of these issues under the table. We were criticised for it. That's inevitable. We have to own it." In a statement issued following
the meeting, Laidlaw highlighted the council's successes including progress on leading a regional approach to climate change, stronger
protection of the environment and natural resources, bolstering flood protection, fighting pests, and building more resilient infrastructure.
"Research is the key to understanding an uncertain future. We've worked with councils from throughout the region on identifying natural
hazards, preparing communities for adaptation where it is clearly the only option, and modelling the effects of storm surges." The
introduction of a pest-management plan and regional biodiversity framework project would help to keep biodiversity thriving and manage
or remove unwanted plants and animals, Laidlaw said. Regional park visitor numbers had increased and 50,000 trees had been planted
with the help of volunteers over the past year. Good work had also been done
on clean water management across the region. The bus network overhaul had
been challenging but had provided several improvements, and patronage had
still increased during the past year. "Difficult though the experience was, we
believe we have rebalanced the network to align with regional growth and
demand. Time will show that we are on the right course for Wellington.”
Source: Stuff. 10 October 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/116468853/regional-council-trumpetssuccessful-term-as-outgoing-councillor-warns-of-more-difficult-yearsfollowing-bus-debacle
Right: Some would argue that getting rid of the trolleybuses in 2017 was not
the GWRC’s finest hour. 358 and 367 pass in Willis Street on the last evening.
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Regional council reports year of challenge and success
Greater Wellington Regional Council has endorsed its Annual Report 2018/19, which reports on a year of challenge and success. While
much of the focus was on the introduction of a new future-focussed bus network, substantial progress has been made in leading a
regional approach to climate change, stronger protection of our environment and natural resources, bolstering flood protection, fighting
pests and in building more resilient infrastructure. Greater Wellington also continued to take a leading role on climate change, redoubling
its efforts to work in partnership with others, including the Government, to confront its stark realities. “We sharpened our focus on
climate change through a solid plan of activity. Research is the key to understanding an uncertain future. We’ve worked with councils from
throughout the region on identifying natural hazards, preparing communities for adaptation where it is clearly the only option, and
modelling the effects of storm surges,” says Greater Wellington Chair Cr Laidlaw. ”Regional co-operation backed by firm policy action by
the Government is essential in meeting the challenge of climate change. Preparing communities and introducing policies such a managed
retreat from the coast will require a collective effort. Climate change doesn’t respect boundaries.” There was excellent progress in
environment management. Greater Wellington released the latest stage of its Proposed Natural Resources Plan, which provides a very
comprehensive blueprint for the positive management of the region’s natural resources. “We also introduced our Regional Pest
Management Plan 2019-39 which will keep biodiversity thriving and help us manage or remove unwanted pest plants and animals from
our region. Here again it can only be done by the council working alongside community groups. “Coupled with the establishment of the
Wellington Regional Biodiversity Framework Project, which connects efforts to protect and enhance biodiversity, we’re confident that we
have the right tools for excellent environment management,” says Cr Laidlaw. Investment in our regional parks and forests has seen a
steady increase in visitor numbers and with the help of dedicated volunteers, Greater Wellington planted 50,000 trees over the year.
Clean water was also a focus of the year, both nationally and in our region. Our community-led whaitua (catchment committee) work
continued, with the introduction of Whaitua te Whanganui-a-Tara, the third of our committees that work with a range of stakeholder
organisations, mana whenua and communities to identify what is needed to support better stewardship of water. This year we also
completed two whaitua committees in the catchments of Ruamāhanga and Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua (Porirua Harbour). “The launch
of the region’s new bus network, a complex and ambitious challenge, didn’t go as smoothly as we had hoped,” says Cr Chris Laidlaw. “For
a variety of reasons we were unable to meet many of our performance targets. But to the council’s credit we quickly acknowledged the
issues confronting the network – some of which were outside our control - and worked face to face with the community and stakeholders
to resolve problems and adjust services to meet needs. Despite the issues that confronted its roll out, the new network increased the
number of services during the day and at the weekend, offered a better geographical spread of services and cheaper fares for many
customers. Annual passenger boardings on buses were 24.7 million passengers in June 2019, a growth of over 4 per cent year-on-year
across the region. In Wellington city patronage growth was 5.2 per cent year-on-year. “Overhauling an increasingly out-of-date network
was never going to proceed without issues. Difficult though the experience was, we believe we have rebalanced the network to align with
regional growth and demand. Time will show that we are on the right course for Wellington.” On the broader transport front, a major
milestone was the Government’s announcement of a funding package for the Let’s Get Wellington Moving programme which received
unanimous support from both Wellington City Council and Greater Wellington. This programme will help move more people using fewer
vehicles, while supporting the city and region’s growth, and make it safer and easier to get around. This year also saw the development
and finalisation of the Wellington Regional Investment Plan, a long-range blueprint that details the investment required over the next 30
years to ensure future success and improve the quality of life for the Wellington region. This was developed in partnership with the eight
territorial authorities across the region. A number of projects have already begun with government backing. We also started work on a
regional Māori Economic Development Strategy and action plan, focused on improving Māori wellbeing. “When you add all this up it has
been a year of very solid performance, much of which has been obscured by the problems associated with the bus services in Wellington
city’’ said Cr Laidlaw.
Source: Greater Wellington Regional Council. 10 October 2019. http://www.gw.govt.nz/regional-council-reports-year-of-challenge-andsuccess/
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The buses: don’t look back
Lindsay Shelton
With only two days till the local election results are announced, the Regional Council has congratulated itself on a year of “challenge and
success.” But it chooses its words evasively when it describes its bustastrophe, looking hopefully ahead and referring instead to a “future
focussed bus network.” A press release from outgoing chair Chris Laidlaw spends most of its energy describing its efforts to fight climate
change and pests, to boost flood protection, to develop a natural resources plan and a biodiversity network and a regional investment
plan, and to build “a more resilient infrastructure.” It is pleased with the number of trees that it has planted (with help from others) and it
notes that it now has three committees caring for clean water. But Chris Laidlaw says that such a solid performance has been “obscured
with the problems associated with the bus services in Wellington city.” “The launch of the region’s new bus network, a complex and
ambitious challenge, didn’t go as smoothly as we had hoped,” says Cr Laidlaw. “For a variety of reasons we were unable to meet many of
our performance targets. But to the council’s credit we quickly acknowledged the issues confronting the network – some of which were
outside our control – and worked face to face with the community and stakeholders to resolve problems and adjust services to meet
needs.” Not a word of sympathy for unhappy bus travellers. Instead, he makes it all seem to have been inevitable: “Overhauling an
increasingly out-of-date network was never going to proceed without issues. Difficult though the experience was, we believe we have
rebalanced the network to align with regional growth and demand. Time will show that we are on the right course for Wellington.” Bus
travellers on malperforming routes may well observe that time has not yet shown them that things are on the right course. But everyone
who has voted (you’ve still got time…) will be anticipating that new leadership at the regional council may at last signal that bus services
will be getting better.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 11 October 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=122853
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Three new Wgtn members elected to Regional Council; Barbara Donaldson defeated
Roger Blakeley and Daran Ponter have been re-elected as councillors on the Wellington Regional Council. Three new Wellington members
have been elected – Thomas Nash of the Greens, Glenda Hughes of the Wellington Party, and former city councillor David Lee. In the
Porirua/Tawa constituency, regional councillor and transport committee chair Barbara Donaldson was defeated in her attempt at reelection – a result which many will see as the consequence of her involvement with Wellington’s bustastrophe. (abridged)
Source: Wellington Scoop. 12 October 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=122886
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now for something different after local body vote
EDITORIAL: So much for the election that nobody cared about. In the end, voters across the region had their say in respectable, if not
entirely commendable, numbers, and by and large they have opted for change. Four sitting mayors have been ousted, and fresh faces
have been elected to councils that desperately need them. That's as it should be. Wellington and the wider region is in a state of gridlock,
both literally and metaphorically; a vote for more of the same would have done nothing to get things moving. The problems of inadequate
housing supply and traffic congestion have become all the more pressing in the past three years because solutions seem as far away as
ever. Greater Wellington Regional Council has survived the total wipe-out that some incumbent councillors must have feared after the bus
debacle, but both new and old faces are clearly on notice: the voters know who you are, and they expect better. For (Wellington Mayor)
Lester, in particular, the race was his to lose; he was sleepwalking to victory until not very long ago. Now his political ambitions have been
severely dented, and he can no longer be seen as one of Labour's shiny new stars. (abridged)
Source: Dominion Post. 14 October 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/local-body-elections/116541000/now-for-somethingdifferent-after-local-body-vote
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Greater Wellington's new regional councillors turn attention to selecting new chairperson

Roger Blakeley

Newly-elected Greater Wellington regional councillors will choose their new chairperson within the next couple of weeks, with the
competition reportedly down to two frontrunners. It's understood returning councillors Daran Ponter and Roger Blakeley are in a twoway battle to take over from outgoing chair Chris Laidlaw ahead of the council's first meeting on October 30. Ponter and Blakeley both
retained their Wellington City seats in Saturday's election, in which six first-time councillors were voted in. Ponter, who is deputy
chairman of the council's sustainable transport committee and co-chair of its natural resources plan committee, said his focus would be
on public transport and climate change. The council was roundly criticised for its botched handling of the region's bus network
overhaul last July, with some of the problems still persisting. "My platform is to get stability in relation to the public transport
system, and to regain public confidence in the Wellington bus network." There were also long-term issues to address, such as the
council's commitment to becoming carbon neutral by 2030. "We need to put a practical emphasis on climate change. We have a
broad outline, but we need to lay out a plan for how we are going to get there." Returning council-owned pastoral farming land to
other uses such as wetlands and forestry was one option to reduce the council's carbon footprint, Ponter said. Much of that land
was leased out, with many leases shortly up for renewal. The new council seemed like a good mix of people who would work well
together, he said. Blakeley said he would also focus on fixing Wellington City's bus network, with possible initiatives such as ensuring
bus drivers were paid a minimum of $25 an hour. "That will be a real focus of the new council. I want to put a line behind everything
that's happened to date, and push for fewer bus hubs and more direct services." Blakeley also wanted to restore public confidence in
the council, which had taken "a big hit" because of the bus network problems, and move quickly on the first changes proposed in the
$6.4 billion Let's Get Wellington Moving programme. Unlike new Wellington Mayor Andy Foster, he was sure the business case for a mass
transit system would stack up. He was also in favour of stepping up climate change initiatives. "There is a huge mandate in the public for
candidates who have focused on climate change."
Source: Stuff: 14 October 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/116558992/greater-wellingtons-new-regional-councillors-turnattention-to-selecting-new-chairperson
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wellington council scrambles to remove ads after poster boy's racist tweets uncovered
Wellington's regional council scrambled to remove ads promoting a career in bus driving after it discovered a
string of racist tweets by one of its poster boys. Official information obtained by RNZ shows the council asked
its bus drivers to front a campaign explaining why they joined the profession to encourage others to do the
same. The ads, which cost more than $150,000, were posted online, in newspapers and on buses and
billboards around the capital. But staff were later forced to pull almost $20,000 worth of material after a
member of the public sent them offensive tweets made by one of the drivers. The driver has told RNZ the
tweets are old and he's deeply ashamed. The capital has long been plagued by bus troubles and in April the
Greater Wellington Regional Council set out to tackle what it describes as the root of the problem - driver
shortages. The council asked its four operators, Tranzit Group, NZ Bus, Mana Coach Services and Madge
Coachlines, to nominate bus drivers for a campaign promoting the profession to potential job seekers.
Left: One of the digital billboards in Lambton Quay photographed earlier this year.

Daran Ponter
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Mason Dowie and four other Wellington drivers were selected to appear in the ads, which were produced by an outside agency. But in
July, the council was alerted to a string of racist tweets made by Mr Dowie, on his now-private Twitter account, between 2011 and 2016.
"The tweets were brought to our attention by a member of the public. "We felt it was completely inappropriate to have that driver as part
of our recruitment campaign and so we withdrew that part of the campaign that featured that person," the council's public transport
general manager, Greg Pollock, said. The 16 tweets appear to detail Mr Dowie's views on a range of ethnicities and religions. In one, he
complains about walking down Auckland's Queen Street next to Indians and in another he said Māori people and drug addicts are the
same thing. The ads featuring Mr Dowie, which cost $19,291, were urgently removed, Mr Pollock said. "It wasn't a huge job. Mostly the
campaign is digital so that was the most immediate response we could make but there a few other physical adverts around, on bus backs
for example, that we were able to remove reasonably quickly." Emails obtained by RNZ show staff scrambled to contact the four bus
operators to get posters pulled from their fleet and from online streaming platforms. As of yesterday morning, the video advertisement
featuring Mr Dowie was still available to view on Metlink's Facebook page. It has since been removed. Mason Dowie declined to be
interviewed by RNZ. He said in a statement: "These were historical comments I made on Twitter as a teenager and on reflection, I'm
deeply ashamed and can only apologise. Regarding the actions of Greater Wellington Regional Council, I accept their decision and took full
responsibility at the time." Mr Dowie no longer works on the Metlink network and Mr Pollock said it was because of his tweets. "I think it's
probably unfair of me to go into any details, it's really a matter between the employer and the employee." RNZ contacted Mr Dowie's
former employer, Tranzit, but did not receive a response. The Greater Wellington Regional Council is currently preparing for its second
wave of recruitment advertisements, Mr Pollock said. Five new drivers have been hired but unlike last time, their social media accounts
will be vetted. Mr Pollock said in hindsight, they should have looked at the social media accounts of the five drivers used in the first
campaign.
Source: Radio New Zealand. 17 October 2019. https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/401157/wellington-council-scrambles-to-removeads-after-poster-boy-s-racist-tweets-uncovered
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Daran Ponter promises to fix Wellington's bus system as Greater Wellington
Regional Council chairman
It started with a powhiri and ended with a promise: "We will fix it". Daran Ponter's promise to fix Wellington's struggling bus
network comes as the Greater Wellington Regional councillors elected him their new chairman on Wednesday. It was a single-horse race
with Ponter the only name put forward for the position at the council's inaugural meeting, held at the Te Wharewaka o Pōneke in central
Wellington. He told the newly elected councillors they were "refreshingly youthful" and he would enjoy tackling "difficult conversations
with our community". Wellington's public transport had left everyone unsatisfied, he said. "And that's probably being nice." Over the next
three years a better ticketing system, electric buses, and more drivers would be needed to help ease scheduling issues, he said. "We will
fix it." The driver shortage was the "most critical issue" and once that was addressed the council planned to increase its services to the
region, he added. "It's a well-known fact that things did not well in the launch of the new bus system here in Wellington and there's still
some work to do around that. "I am confident that we will significantly address the issues that we still have on the network today. "It was
in all frankness a god-damned awful period for Wellingtonians and we know that we can do better as a council." Earlier this
month Ponter and Roger Blakeley had both made public that they were vying for the position of chair but on the day of the
election Ponter was not challenged for the top job. Wairarapa representative Adrienne Staples was elected as the deputy chairwoman
after a single nomination from the councillors. Aside from transport, Ponter said climate change would be the council's biggest priority and
challenge. He proposed a climate response committee be appointed to the council, to shape catchment planning, address water quality,
flood protection, and push the government on minimising the impacts of water extraction from local sources. Ponter said his first task
would be to identify the strengths of the new councillors and aligning those skills with the projects at hand.
Source: Stuff. 30 October 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/116991413/darren-ponter-promises-to-fix-wellingtons-bus-system-inhis-role-as-the-new-greater-wellington-regional-council-chairman
The NZ Herald reports:
While some elected members stepped sideways into the shadows [to avoid the bustastrophe] … Ponter stepped into the glare of the
spotlight to take the heat. He wasn’t afraid to say the council had got it wrong and didn’t dodge curly questions. Ponter pored over the
nitty gritty details of the network for hours in an effort to find solutions, and successfully got some across the line with his fellow
councillors. Today he pledged to fix the rest – removing the need to transfer between services as much as possible, making sure services
actually arrive on time and improving connections.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Left: Twelve years ago, on 20 December 2007, trolleybus 331 announced
“Reduce Emissions” as it emerged from Karori Tunnel (with sister 332 seen
behind) en route to Karori Sanctuary to receive a launch from government
and local body officials. These were the first two buses in the eventual sixtystrong Designline fleet that would in time oust the ageing Volvos. Less than
seven years later on 18 March 2014, the GWRC announced “Trolleybuses to
go in Wellington”. The Dominion Post reported” The plug has been pulled on
Wellington’s trolleybuses, after 90 years of plying the capital’s streets. The
wires that have criss-crossed the central city since 1924 will come down in
2017, and the trolleybuses will be replaced, under a plan being put forward by
Greater Wellington Regional Council. There are 60 trolleybuses in the city’s
fleet, which was upgraded at a cost of $27 million only seven years ago. Paul
Swain, the council’s public transport portfolio leader, said axing the trolleys
was “a big call, but the correct one”. Really? What an utter waste!
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Your Comments and
Feedback
“Thank you for brightening up a wet autumnal day with the promise of more to
come. To keep within your UK visit, Thomas Cook was a local hero in Leicester
running the first rail excursion in 1841. Wrightbus was the last bus body builder of our country, Alexander Dennis has become part of New
Flier Industries of Canada and Optare is now owned by Ashok of India. Oxford would have Go-Ahead group and Stagecoach bus fleets
working together. Reading with colour route branding as Nottingham (also a former trolleybus operator) and one of ten council bus
companies left after deregulation in 1986. Transdev has involvement with many UK bus companies. It seems the situation in Wellington
gets no better and a local election makes no difference to what has happened. The fleet of trolleybuses at Kilbirnie need to be put out their
misery. If the Kilbirnie site is ever redeveloped for housing, perhaps some roads will be named such as "Trolleybus Terrace" or "Designline
Drive". Meanwhile we can still enjoy the trolleybus photos from the past especially from Markus Lang, the variety of other bus or tram
pictures are a bonus. There is no limit to the scope of street transport interest across the world. Sorry to hear about the ETI/Skoda 14Tr-SF
trolley coaches coming to an abrupt end in San Francisco.
Exactly a year ago I enjoyed some amazing hill climbing
rides on these old workhorses. At least they are being
replaced by the next generation of vehicles and not
dumped for two years neglected while deciding what the
future holds. At 49 pages we are expanding, wonder if this
will be beaten. [It was, in August 2019 – Ed] You have
come back and carried on the good work in the editorial
chair.” Phil Waters.
Right: Views of 5523 and 5518 in Market Street.
“Congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The highlights for me were: Page 3; Overhea(r)d- a forlorn looking 339. A diabolical
sight. The sixth line in the fifth paragraph "I will feel like screaming". Whenever I read about the transport fiasco in Wellington I feel like
that too, and I live some 12,000 miles away! (Thankfully). Pages 4 and 5; Special Work 573 Remembered; I was with you when you took the
photo of 334. Pages 8 and 9; A Focus On 351, notably the photograph taken in the downpour and the sad photograph with 356. Pages 14
and 15; The Big Red Era, particularly the photograph of 250 stretching its booms. Pages 16 and 17; Kilbirnie Depot..., notably the bottom
photograph on the former, as well as the washer photographs on the latter. Pages 18 and 19; Crossley Gems - this is an appropriate title,
particularly the bottom view on the latter page; who wouldn't like that sign? Page 20; Trolleybuses at the Airport- what a line up. Page
21; Unusual Cable Car Wheels - what the public never sees. Page 22; B.U.T.'s on Parade - all of the views. Re the photo of tram 108 - when
asked what is the most significant difference in my life now to when I was young, there is only one answer r- the vast increase in the
number of motor vehicles. Page 29; The very interesting letter from Ian Robertson. Page 30; All four photos. Page 31; The third photo down
- When the bill arrives for the cost of replacement batteries, the reaction might be “HOW MUCH?!” (Deliberate use of capitals), probably
followed by some expletives. Pages 32-34; All 14 photographs. Page 35; The article by Lindsay Shelton; as the saying goes, "You cannot get
a quart into a pint pot." I am puzzled as to how reducing the number of buses will help the already bad situation. Page 38; The article by a
bus driver – it sounds like a nightmare career. Page 39; Article about fair pay for bus drivers. Page 43; Article by Dave Armstrong - as
always, writer is sarcastic, humorous and makes many good points. Page 44; Letter by Keith McGavin. Page 48; Alan Smith's letter and the
photo of 125, 66, 92 and 39.” Tom Douce.
“Once again, many thanks for the latest edition of UTW., and I was quite correct with my previous comment, with there being a gap of 2
months! As always again, quite superb. Loved the piece on Arthur the Ansaldo and The Big Red Era. Again, Scoop, Stuff and The Dominion
Post give us lots to read. Cannot wait for the next issue to catch up on the results of the forthcoming election of Greater Wellington
councillors. Could be interesting!” Peter Blears.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGESS AT FERRYMEAD
-

The Tramway Historical Society operates the trolleybus network at
Ferrymead Museum in Christchurch. They have been unable to run
vehicles for some months due to a number of renewals that needed to
take place. However, work has recently been progressing at a number of
sites. With summer approaching and with it the prospect of extra visitors
it is hoped that the infrastructure can be fixed in time and their exhibits
can once again take to the wires.
Photo: Alan Roi.
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SPECIAL WORK 589 REMEMBERED

Continuing the series on special work that once graced the overhead in Wellington.
This month we feature Merge* 589, originally situated adjacent to Kilbirnie depot
and joined the depot exit wire to the inbound Route 3 in Onepu Road.
*Switches started with the number 4, Merges with 5 and crossings with 6.

Right: Onepu Road, looking south with a glimpse of the
Kilbirnie depot on the left. Trolleybuses exiting the north end
could turn either left or right. Merge 589 is marked. You can
trace the wires back from there, seeing them cross the
outbound route to Lyall Bay to the depot entrance. Plate 589
can be seen to the right of the special work hanging from a
span wire.

Left: On 20 December 2016, the poles of
366 pass through special work 589 as it
heads north along Onepu Road, not in
service, and probably heading towards
the Interchange to begin an afternoon
shift.
Below: 369 passes under Merge 589,
poles down and working on battery
power, on 8 September 2016. On the right
is the Rita Angus Retirement Village, once
the site of Kilbirnie depot’s open bus park.
The plate can be seen hanging from the
span wire.

Left: The driver of 347 slows for the merge on 11 April 2011 while working
a Route 3 from Lyall Bay to Karori Park. Note the painted symbol on the
road advising the driver of the special work ahead.
The overhead has long gone but the plate is preserved in my collection,
thanks to the generosity of Wellington Cable Car Ltd.
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B.U.T. MEMORIES

Right: It’s hard to imagine today that Lambton
Quay was once two-way at its southern end.
Indeed it was before footpaths around the city
were extended and most roads became
narrower. Here is B.U.T. 116 turning out of
Lambton Quay into Willis Street on its way to
Courtenay Place working a Route 12.* This
photograph was taken fifty years ago in 1969.
Back then wires also extended in both
directions along Customhouse Quay (seen
behind the trolleybus). In the last years of
trolleybus working there was just one outbound
set of wires in Customhouse Quay, and one
inbound set along Lambton Quay. Willis Street
was of course wired in both directions. 116 ran
until withdrawn in 1986. *Buses now travelling this
way reach Willis Street via Hunter Street and
Customhouse Quay.

Left: B.U.T. 108 is pictured loading passengers at
Brooklyn Library in Cleveland Road. This service
originated in Mornington. The date of the photograph
is 30 December 1973. Trolleybuses were once able to
turn around short at Brooklyn as witnessed by the
overhead curving in from the left. In those far-off days
buses carried advertising on their fronts unlike today in
Wellington where only high-visibility yellow seems to
be permitted on the new fleet. 108 was also withdrawn
from service in 1986.
Both photographs by Sergey Fedosov and used with
permission.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS
Further to last month’s information regarding San Francisco trolleybuses, Wayne Duncan advises that the last day of service for the San
Francisco ETI trolleybuses was 7 September 2019 with coaches 5445 and 5505 on the Route 22 service. The fleet was officially retired on
26 September 2019. He writes “It is just the ETI models that have been retired, which I still harbour memories of riding in San Francisco on
a visit there in August 2001 when they were new to service. Now they are gone...”

Further information at:
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Isit-a-bus-or-is-it-a-trolley-New-SF-Muni-fleet14494037.php
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EASTBOURNE DEPOT – THEN AND NOW

N.Z. Bus has five bus garaging facilities in Wellington; Kilbirnie, Karori,
Kaiwharawhara, Petone and Eastbourne. The latter is by far the most remote
from the city with a journey time of just over an hour for the approximately
thirty-five kilometre trip from Courtenay Place to the depot in Muritai Road.
The road ends a short distance beyond this view and from there it becomes a
rugged walkway to Pencarrow Head and the entrance to Wellington Harbour.
The depot holds Historic Places Category 2 status and is the former Eastbourne
Borough Council Omnibus Service Garage which opened on 24 May 1939.
Above: The depot on 8 October 2019. Double-deckers now work from this site.
In this view are ADL Enviro500s 5078, 5081 and 5086.
Right: Opening day on 24 May 1939. Source: National Library.
Left: Back in 2004 this notice appeared at the site
and it looked as though the depot would be bulldozed
and housing erected in its place. Fortunately the
development didn’t go ahead and eighty years after
opening the building remains. Apart from some staff
facilities the remainder of the building is used as
apartments.
Right and below: In 2004 a fleet of twenty M.A.N 12.223
buses with Designline bodies, numbered 901-920, were
introduced specifically for Lower Hutt and Eastbourne
services. 910 was the “launch” bus at an event held at
Lower Hutt Town Hall on 24 November 2004, and
attended by Brian Souter* (pictured right at the wheel of
910.). On 9 January 2005, several of the series were at
Eastbourne depot (906, 901 and 913). The building at
that stage was looking very much the worse for wear and
with the threat of demolition hanging over it wasn’t likely
to receive any maintenance.
*Brian Souter, founder of Stagecoach, received
a knighthood in the 2011 Birthday Honours.

Below: The development didn’t go ahead but the depot still looked
rather forlorn on 14 January 2007. The majority of vehicles were still in
the Cityline Stagecoach colours. The artwork on the bus shelter says
“Never give up hope”. The depot didn’t. Compare this to the top photo.
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Left and below: Cityline was
part of the Stagecoach group in
Wellington but was sold to NZ
Bus and of course when that
sort of thing happens the local
paint suppliers rub their hands
with glee. Left to right on 13
November 2010 are 908, 903
and 1012. All these buses
(including the remaining 900
series) ran until this year with
NZ Bus. They were all recently
retired from the fleet and sold
with some finding a new home
in Tauranga. All of these buses
had just a single front door.
Most importantly, the bus
buildings had been restored to
their former glory.

.

Left: A view of the southern end of the building taken on the same day
and showing the degree of restoration.
Below: Apart from the double-deckers seen on the previous page, the
routes from the eastern part of the city continue to be operated by
mainly “interim” buses such as 1400, 2300 and 2600 series buses, In
this view 2004-built M.A.N. 2303 travels along Willis Street on 14 June
2019, about five minutes into its long Route 83 run to Eastbourne.

RECALLING THE DAYS OF TROLLEYBUSES IN MOXHAM AVENUE

Left: Moxham Avenue is a straight stretch of road that drivers
encountered after passing through the Hataitai Bus tunnel
into Waitoa Road. Buses continued along Moxham Avenue
until reaching Kupe Street, into which they turned as they
headed toward Kilbirnie and points east. In this view Volvo
209 is city-bound with a Route 2 from Miramar to the Railway
Station on 14 January 2004. At the time Wellington buses
were part of the Stagecoach empire.

Right: By 8 June 2009, many of the new fleet of Designline-built
trolleybuses were in service and just four Volvos remained; 227,
233, 258 and 268. Note the two earth straps hanging from the front
of 268.

Left: Prototype 301 (now preserved) turns right out of Waitoa
Road into Moxham Avenue on 21 August 2014. This was one of
the substantial junctions for special work with overhead in each of
the four roads that made up this intersection.

Right: On a much brighter day, 13 March 2014, 381 was recorded
about to turn into Moxham Avenue while on its way to Miramar. On
completing the turn the bus will have passed through a switch, two
crossings and a merge so drivers had to take care not to lose a pole
(or two!) Visiting this location today it looks so bare with nothing to
suggest that trolleybuses ever came this way,

Left: A view from Waitoa Road south along Moxham Avenue. 385
is about to turn into Waitoa Road on 30 September 2014 on its
way to the Railway Station. This angle also gives another
impression of the canopy of wires that once hung across this
intersection. The last trolleybus service to Hataitai (Route 5) ran
on 18 September 2015 with removal of some of the overhead
taking place the next day. Following the end of total trolleybus
operation at the end of October 2017, the overhead in this area
was taken down within weeks.
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Right: Sitting in what I termed the
“trolleybus spotters seat” on 22
March 2016 I was able to capture
341 travelling north along
Moxham
Avenue.
In
the
background is what is known as
the Town Belt which stretches
along towards the city and
becomes Mt Victoria.

Left: Another view of the Town Belt with 383
travelling south on a Route 2 to Miramar on 26
January 2017.

Right: With a little over five months of trolleybus operation remaining, 387
approaches the camera travelling north on the undulating and rising Moxham Avenue
on 19 May 2017.

Left: 353 turning from Kupe Street into Moxham Avenue
on 10 April 2013. Today, the street resounds to the
sound of diesel-powered buses every ten minutes in
each direction, plus depot transfers. Progress?
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FAREWELL TO THE TROLLEYBUS ‘LOOKALIKES’
In 2008, three M.A.N. 16.240 buses with Designline
bodywork first appeared in Wellington. Numbered 10111013, at first glance they looked similar to the new
trolleybuses that were then appearing and replacing the
Volvo fleet introduced in the 1980s. I did say “at a glance”
because there were a number of differences; they were
diesel powered, single rear axle, had just a front door and
naturally didn’t have poles! (to name but four). There was
really no way you could confuse these M.A.N.s with
trolleybuses because they were painted orange or purple!
Left: Two of the three buses were introduced primarily to operate on
the Airport Flyer service, which then ran between Upper Hutt and
the Airport. This was a long journey by any stretch of the
imagination taking and hour and twenty minutes. On 5 August 2008,
1013 was photographed in Lambton Quay sporting its eye-catching
colour but yet to receive its branding.
Right: When compared with
prototype 303 some of the
bodywork similarities can be
clearly seen.

Left:
On
30
October 2008, the
branding had been
applied to 1013,
seen
here
in
Brougham Street.
Leaving the Airport, the Flyer only stopped at Kilbirnie,
Hataitai before calling at stops through the city and then
continuing north.

Right: 1012 became part of the Valley Flyer fleet but on 13 August 2008, it
too remained unbranded. It was photographed near Petone Station working
an 81 to Eastbourne. Note the absence of a rear door on these buses.

Left: On 21 January 2009, 1011 gets away from the Interchange working
a 91 to the Airport.
Below: 1012 in its full Valley Flyer livery and working an 83 to
Eastbourne on 28 November 2012. The location is easily identifiable as
the approach to the Interchange.
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Right: In 2009, NZ Bus introduced eleven Scania K280UB 13.5m
long buses with Kiwi Bus bodywork, numbered 2501-2511 and
specifically acquired for the Airport run. Their introduction saw two
of the earlier M.A.N.s, 1011-2, move into the Runcimans charter
fleet and 1013 assimilated into the Valley Flyer group with all three
repainted into their respective purple colour schemes. On 2 April
2009, 1012 was recorded on a Runcimans school charter
assignment in Hutt Road, Petone. The price of petrol back in those
days was $1.59.9 a litre. Ten years later it is 75c a litre dearer.
1012 eventually returned to Valley Flyer and received their
branding.

Left: In July 2018 the new bus contracts kicked in.
NZ Bus lost a number of its routes to rival Tranzit.
There were new rules of operation with older
buses not permitted to operate due to their Euro
rating The three M.A.N. “look-a-likes” continued to
run. On 8 August 2018, 1011 was at work on Route
83 in Willis Street, nearing the end of its run from
Eastbourne to Courtenay Place. Note the new
Metlink branding and the “I’m a stand in until the
new bus arrives” message on the roofline. The
former Runciman lettering can just be made out
on the side of the bus.

Right: 1012 was similarly adorned, though its message read: “I’m a liquorice allsort
until the lime burst arrives”. The former Valley Flyer name can be seen through the
new paintwork. The three buses continued working well into 2019.
Left: All good things finally come to an end. The last operating reminder
of what trolleybuses looked like has
now gone. Despite the “I’m a stand in
until the new bus arrives” impression
messages, there have not been any
more new buses arrive at Kilbirnie since
the fleet of ADL Enviro500s came in
February this year. On 7 October 1011
and 1012 left Kilbirnie depot for the last
time, en route to Tauranga to begin a
new life – believed to be as school
buses. 1013 followed the next day.
Note the small length of trolleybus
overhead still in place at the rear of the
depot that leads out into Ross Street.
Photo: Peter Coventry.

Right: You cannot but notice the
likeness, despite the colour schemes.
Trolleybus 361, (now the battery bus),
exits the depot into Onepu Road on 13
June 2014.
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This Metlink schematic map may be of particular interest to readers from outside Wellington. It shows services in the main city area.
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THREE VOLVOS IN VICTORIA STREET
Victoria Street begins in the city centre at the intersection with Hunter Street and runs south until reaching Webb Street
in the suburb of Te Aro. Trolleybus wires ran along its length. Traffic arrangements have changed over the years but in the
latter years the street was one-way for most of its length, meaning it was used as an outbound route (returning buses
travelling via a one-way section of Willis Street). The first section of Victoria Street up to the Wakefield Street intersection
in the final years was only used as a diversionary emergency route and even then it was rare to see trolleybuses using it.
(Route indicated by the two red dots). At Wakefield Street buses from adjacent Mercer Street joined the wires with most
continuing across the intersection and travelling along Wakefield Street into Cuba Street and then into Manners Street.
However, buses to Aro Street or Kingston would turn out of Mercer Street and right into the continuation of Victoria
Street, cross Manners Street and then head south through a series of intersections until finally reaching
Webb Street. This arrangement continuing until Manners Street re-opened for its full length in late 2010
after which all trolleybuses travelled that way with the Route 7 and 9 services turning right into Victoria
Street part way along Manners Street. The diversionary wires were the first to be taken down in August
2017 just prior to trolleybus operation ceasing at the end of October 2017. A short southbound section
of overhead was removed from Dixon Street to Manners Street prior to Manners Street opening
throughout to buses.
Maps: Google Maps.

Left: This was the position
where one would be most
likely to see a trolleybus
traversing Victoria Street. On
15 May 2003, 210 has just
turned right out of Mercer
Street to begin its journey
south along Victoria Street on
its way to either Aro Street or
Kingston. Just ahead is
Manners Street and the
pedestrian mall. The wires in
the top left corner are those
from Mercer Street and
Victoria Street (north) into
Wakefield Street. The only
reminders
that
trolleys
worked this way are the span
wire anchors in the sides of
some buildings.

Right: 235 and 226 have just turned right out of
Dixon Street (at the traffic lights) travelling
inbound to the Railway Station on routes 2 and
12 respectively. At this time this section of
Victoria Street was two-way, with just one lane
inbound. Ahead the buses will turn left into
Manners Street. 25 August 2005. The outbound
wires to Kingston and Aro Street can be seen in
the top left corner of the photograph.

Left: Photographed from a nearby viewpoint, 260 leaves Victoria
Street and turns left into Manners Street while working a Route 2
duty on 3 July 2006.
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Left: And now a small selection of Designlines
plying the same wires. This is the only
photograph I ever managed to take of a
trolleybus in the northern (non-route) section of
Victoria Street. It was just a chance “grab shot” as
can be seen; 333 is passing the Central Police
Station heading south on an unknown working on
17 September 2010.

Right: On 24 September 2010, 358 heads south along Victoria Street
and is about to cross Manners Street as it travels in the direction of
Kingston. This was one of the last trolleybuses to use overhead power
along this section of the street. The wires were removed the next day.
For a few weeks buses travelled on battery power until Manners
Street was re-opened. After that, the 7 and 9 no longer came this way.

Left: Three days later and trolleybuses on the 7 and 9 were using
battery power on a section of Victoria Street. 377 is crossing
Manners Street where the alterations were taking place to reintroduce buses throughout. The truncated wires can be seen above
the bus.

Right: Who would have thought that trolleybuses
were expendable? Back on 19 August 2014, 348 was
displaying a movie advert for Expendables 3. It has
just crossed Dixon Street, where once, inbound
buses and trolleybuses turned right out of and into
Victoria Street. 348 is travelling south on a duty to
Aro Street. This section of Victoria Street is briefly
two-way again, before returning to one way ahead.
Within a few minutes the bus will have reached the
end of its travels in this street and will turn into
Webb Street. We know now that the trolleys were
expendable. These efficient, quiet electric buses
remain laid up in Kilbirnie dept, never to return to
the duties they were designed for and with the
wires quickly removed within weeks of the last
trolleybus ever travelling this way.
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Does anyone have a photograph of B.U.T. 109? If so could you please
email me a high resolution image that I could forward to a reader
who as a driver once had a special association with it. Thanks.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I REMEMBER WHEN...
“An article you ran on Aro Street in one of your issues
brings back a good memory when one of the p.m.
drivers on a very quiet Sunday shift was caught by an
irate husband who found the driver in the back of the
bus partying with his wife. The driver got thumped
and couldn’t drive. I was on a standby shift at the rail
so into the patrol car with an inspector up to Aro
Street to finish the shift. The driver concerned was a
real ladies man who had a lot of success with the
opposite sex. The wife was well known around the
buses as she was young, a quite good-looker and had
a liking for the uniform. The driver caught by hubby
wasn’t the only one that had been in good times with
her. From experience there are many similar stories
to that one. The buses as a culture seemed to attract females to the ticket selling hunk behind the wheel. Mind you
many drivers were very personable with great communication skills and in many cases extremely well educated.”
Dion – a former WCT driver.
Above right: Ansaldo 124 starts away from the Aro Street terminus. In this undated photograph 124 is showing the Route number 7 (in the
days when both Mornington/Kingston buses and Aro Street buses used the same number), and a destination of Bunny Street.
Photo: Graeme Inwood collection.

Dion goes on to say... I have other stories to tell of bus action - some of trams as well. Many stories are humorous (Aro Street tryst) some
a little tragic, Inspectors who were pricks, Inspectors who were good blokes, impossible rosters to keep times due to traffic, social life, nice
people, bad people (drivers and passengers) bus groupies etc. It wasn’t just rock stars who had the groupies. Wellington in those days had
an abundance of young females from out of town working in Government Departments and living in hostels. Most of who were husband
hunting. There was always the saying that a man in uniform was an attractive proposition. Must have been any uniform will do. He
continues… I met my wife when driving a number 15 to Roseneath. I must have been working a day off as I seldom did that run. Having
pulled into the Town Hall bus stop on board hopped future Mrs to be. She was a first year Doctor at Wellington Hospital and had just
finished four days on duty and was on the way home to her flat in Oriental Bay. By the time we reached the Wakefield Street depot stop we
were virtually engaged. By the band rotunda in Oriental Bay, which was her stop, I was ready for marriage! That eventually came four
years later.

We look forward to more anecdotes from Dion, and from other readers who have tales to tell of the old days.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FIRE IN WALES
John Webb reports on a fire on his farm property situated midway between Cardiff and Newport. “We are the owners of 243, a single
decker (the last 6-wheel single-decker built in Britain) and 262, a double-decker (framework by East Lancs and completed by Bruce
coachworks In Cardiff) and the last surviving Bruce trolleybus. The fire was spotted by walkers nearby during the early morning. Fire
fighters from several brigades fought the fire and saved the vehicles from destruction. The adjacent hay barn was totally destroyed. 243
was 90% finished and damage has put us back several months. 262 will require total stripping of the offside to replace wiring, damaged
timber, new window panes, panels and glass. We soldier on and have received some amazing financial support to replace our fund raising
stock, tools and materials. There is a website for Cardiff & South
Wales Trolleybus Project which will give you a lot more
information. If you look at our Facebook page in future months
you will be able to monitor our progress.”
It seems the fire may have started as spontaneous combustion
in a hay store. It was a very lucky escape but heartbreaking for
those who have put in many years of very hard work. If you can
help in any way please contact John at https://cardifftrolleybus.org.uk
Right: 262 and 243 following the fire on 23 October 2019.
Photo: John Webb.
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TAILPIECE

20 December 2007 saw the first two Designline-built trolleybuses, 331 and 332, “launched” at an official ceremony at the (then named) Karori Sanctuary. The
two buses ran under the wires from Kilbirnie depot as far as the end of Karori tunnel, then continuing the remaining 1km on battery power to the venue.
These two buses were wrapped in unique liveries; 331 in a paua shell design, and 332 in a fern leaf pattern. Much was made of the “clean, green” image of
these buses and how good trolleybuses were for the environment. Less than ten years later the entire fleet was laid up with no future ,with the wires taken
down. The trolleybuses were replaced with diesel “hand-me-downs” from Auckland which are still running. “Your cleaner, greener future”, yeah right!

